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STAGED UFB-THREAIENING ARRHYTHMIA DETECTION

AT/^RlTHMFORMlNIMTyTNGPOWKT? mNSTJMPTION

The present inventiOT relates generally to me&ods and apparatas formomto^

5 physiological conditions, and more particularly to a method and apparatus for monitoring

a physiological condition, such as a cardiac condition, of a wearer ofa portable device.

Monitoring the physiological state ofan individual enables rapid detection of

potentially life threatening events, particularly those that can be predicted fiom certain

trends. To enable more continuous monitoring, devices have been developed that can be

10 worn.

However, monitoring or Jdaim devices that are to be worn on one's body must

overcome certain design challenges. In general, a body worn device must be small and

Ughtweight so that one can wear the device in comfort. Moreover, a body wom device

must bb highly sensitive at detecting alarm conditions to avoid missing alarms, yet a body

15
womdevicemustalsobehigWyspecificatdetectingalarmconditionstodvoidexcessive

&lse alanns.

The concomitant demand for high sensitivity and high specificity typically leads

to algorithms that require high computational throughput. Unfortunately, high

computational threughput in digital devices generally requires high power consumption,

20 which in turn leads to larger, heavier power sources to support this high computational

throughput Thus, the demand for high sensitivity and hi^ specificity has gpnerally

pieclnded development ofa small, lightweight, yet comfortable bodywom device.

Yet the need remains for a small, portable monitoring device that is both highly

sensitive and highly specific.
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US040126

the present invention is flieiefore directed to ftie problem ofdeveloping a mefliod

and apparatus for mcieasing the sensitivity and specificity ofa small, portable, body worn

monitoring device without also increasing the power consumption.

The present invoition addresses these and other problems byproviding a multi-

5 stage digital algoriflun wiA a highly sensitive low powcar digital first stage to detect one

or more alarm conditions, and one or more complex digital subsequent stages that identify

the detected alarm condition with more specificity. Accorditag to one aspect of flie

present invention, the complex digital subsequent stages are not activated, and therefore

consume no power, until an alarm condition is sensedby the low power consumption

10 digital fiont end. Given that &e subsequent stages will process the data more rigorously,

tiie low power first stage can be set to be more sensitive and generate what would

otherwise be unwarranted alarms, which are ultimately filtered out by the subsequent

stage.

The present invention, by stagmg the digital analysis algorithms, achieves high

15 sensitivity for alarm conditions with low computational throughput and low power

consumption, and achieves high specificity with more computationally intensive

algorithms that only run occasionally, thus achieving miramum power consumption with

bofli high sensitivity and high specificity.

'
These and other advantages will be apparent upon review ofthe detailed

20 description in light ofthe following drawings, in which:

FIG 1 illustrates an exemplary embodiment ofan apparatus for monitoring a

physiological condition ofa wearer according to one aspect ofthe present invention.

-2-
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FIG 2 illustraties an exemplaiy embodim^it ofa mefliod for monitoring a

physiological condition ofa wearer according to another aspect ofthe present invention.

FIG 3 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of an apparatus for monitorhig a

physiological condition ofa wearer according to yet another aspect ofthe present

invention.

HG 4 illustrates an exemplary embodiment ofa mefliod for monitoring a

physiological condition of a wearer according to still anoflier aspect ofthe present

invention.

One technique for reducing flie power consumption ofbody worn monitoring

devices is to employ an analog electrocardiogram (ECG) QRS detector that is used to

determine ifthe heart rate is within normal bounds. The analog detector triggers a digital

analysis algorittim when the heart rate is not within normal bounds. However, the

embodiments ofthe present mvention have the ad^^ntage flat more complex algoriflmis

can be practically implemented digitally flian by using analog devices, so fliat sensitivity

and specificity for flie alarm conditions of flie first stage algoriflmi can be greater flum

fl,at ofan analog QRS detector, flius maximizing flie time spent in low power mode.

One aspect of tt»e present invention includes an algoriflmi fliat is designed to

detect one or more alarm conditions. This algorifluri employs multiple stages for

processing data in real time, and minimizes power consumption by. for example, varying

flie processor clock speed for flie algoritiun stages. For example, in a first detection stage,

flie processor clock speed (or flie processor itself) is selected to maintain flie power

consumption of flie processor at a very low level. In contrast, in one or more subsequent

stages fliat are activated upon detection ofsome event detected by flie first stage, flie

3-
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processor clock speed (or the processor itself) is tiien increased to optimize flie

computatibnal power of flie subsequent stage to enable complex or high-powered

algorithms to be levied against the incoming data to identify with high accuracy certaiii

specific conditions or events. In another example, because ofthe low computational

5 throughput needed by flie first stage, power consumption in flie first stage can be

minimized without altering Ae processor clock speed, by putting the processor in very

low power "standby mode" when the first stage computations have been completed. In

this example power consumption during each stage is detenmined by how long it takes to

execute the stage, with the first stage requiring much less time to execute than the

10 subsequent stages.

According to another aspect of the present mvention, the first stage optimizes

sensitivity for the alarm conditions and minimizes computational throughput, and hence

minimizes power consumption. Within these constraints, the first stage achieves the

highest possftle sensitivity for the alarm conditions to maximize the time spent m the first

15
stagewhileminimizingtheamountofpowerconsumedinthisstage. By maximizing the

amount oftime spent in the first stage, which draws minimal power, relative to the

subsequent stages, which draw significantly more power, the portable device can be

designed wifli a power source that is small, compact and remains consistent with a body

worn portable device.

20 According to another aspect ofthe present invention, subsequent stages optimize

specificity for the alarm conditions, with algorithm throughput constrained onlyby

maxunum processor clock speed and power budget As these subsequent stages are not
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powered except in certain infrequent instances, the power consumption ofthese

subsequent stages is not significant relative to the total power consumption ofthe device.

Turning to FIG 1 , shovra therein is a block diagram ofan exemplary embodiment

10 ofa processing portion of a wearable physiological sensor. According to this

5 embodiment 10, the first stage ofthe algorithm (stored, e.g., in memory 12 in

programming instructions set #1. 12a) will detect life-threatening arrhythmias. The life-

threatening arrhythmia detection (LTAD) algorithm 12a will run on a microprocessor 1

1

which can be controUed automatically so that the microprocessor 1 1 can be set to a

minimal power consumption mode by either ofthe two exemplary methods, by

10 c
controllingtheclockspeedorbyenteringstandbymodcorbyacombinationofthetwo

methods. An example of such a microprocessor includes a microprocessor manufiictured

by Texas Instruments, Model No. MSP430F149. In its active mode, the power

consumption ofthis processor depends on its clock speed (typically around 1 .5 MHz);

this microprocessor also has a very low power standby mode (typicaUy less than 2

15 microamperes), with an internal timer that terminates standby mode at programmable

intervals.

In addition to the LTAD algorithm 12a. the microprocessor 1 1 will manage other

tasks, including signal acquisition and processing (e.g.. ECG and artifact reference

signals), a user interface, and alarm transmission. Tlie programming instructions for

20 fliesetaskscanbeembeddedinprogtamminginstnictionset#l. Stage one of the LTAD

algorithm 12a plus these other tasks will determine the minimum computational

throughput of the processor 1 1 . which will also determine the minimum clock rate needed

-5-
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to maintain real-time operation or the time the processor spends in active mode while the

conqiutations are completed, followed by standby mode.

Although multiple stages for the LTAD algorithm are possible, two stages (12a,

12b) are probably adequate in most cases. In this embodiment 10, Ihe first stage 12a is

5 optimized for sensitivity for alarm detection and low computational throughput, while the

second stage algorithm 12b (stored in programming instruction set #2) is optimized for

.
specificity of alarm detection and executes at a higher clock rate. For example, as part of

pro^ammmg instructions set #2, the execution ofwhich is activated by detection of one

or more potential alarm conditions during execution ofprogramming mstructions set #1

,

10 the processor will mcrease its own clock rate to a value that wiU maximize the data

throughput of the processor. Alternatively, if a fixed clock rate is used by all stages, the

stages subsequent to the first will execute longer (relative to the first stage) in active

mode before entering standby mode. For a typical batance ofthe first stage relative to

subsequent stages, with subsequent stagps running 1% ofthe time or less, the exemplary

15 processor (e.g.. T1MSP430F149) will average less than 50 microamperes in current

drain.

Stage one ofthe LTAD algorithm 12a can detect life-threatening arrhythmias,

such as ventricular fibrillation (VF), fast ventricular tachycardia (VT), extreme

bradycaidia and asystole. High sensitivity will be achieved in the first stage algorithm

20 12a.

According to another aspect ofthe present invention, the first stage algorithm 12a

uses ECG data as its primary mput These alarm conditions can be sensitively detected

with a QRS detector/counter for estimating heart rate, and witii rate thresholds for the
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various conditions. QRS detectors are described in the text "Biomedical Digital Signal

Processing: C Language Examples and Laboratory Experiments for the fflM PC." Wiffis

J. Tompkins, ed. (Prentice Hall. 1993). Rate-based algorithms alone, however, are prone

to felse detection ofventricular fibrillation and fest ventricular tachycardia due to

contamination of the ECG signal by motion artifect during exertion by the patient

According to another aspect ofthe present invention, the second stage 12b ofttie

LTAD algorithm uses: (1) independent estimates ofthe rate to.confirm that thresholds

have be«i exceeded; (2) ofter parameters estimated from the ECG related to VF and VT;

and (3) a signal derived from common mode currents (CMC); in the signal acquisition

module to indicate patient motion or disturbance (which is described in U.S. Patent No.

5.902.249 entitled "Method and Apparatus for Detecting Aitifects Using Common-Mode

Signals in Differential Sigpal Detectors," which is hereby incorporated by reference as if

repeated herein in its entirety, including the drawing).

Other signals, such as acceleration or patient impedance may also be used to

indicate artifocts (which are described in U.S. PatentNo. 6.287.328 entitled "Multiple

Artifect AssessmenV which is hereby incorporated by reference as if rq>eated herein in

its entirety, including flie drawings).

T^g to FIG 2. shown therein is an exemplary embodiment ofa
method 20 for

monitoring real time data signals from a heartm a body wom. portable device. This

method can be employed by the embodiment ofFIG 1 or any apparatus set forth herein.

In step 21. power consmnption is minimized during a first stage ofprocessing of

. the real-time data. This canbe accompUshed eiflier by selection ofthe p«>cessor or by

controlling a processor to operate in a low power mode.
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In step 22, one or more potential alann conditions are detected during the fiist

stage ofprocessing the real time data. The one or more potential alarm conditions ttiat

can be detected are discussed later.

In step 23, a second stage ofprocessii^.ofthe real time data is activated upon

5 detecting said one or more potential alarm conditions. The activation can consist of

activating a second processor, activating a second algorithm, mcreasing a clock speed, or

downloading a second programming set of instructions, as well as other techniques.

In step 24, data throughput is increased during the second stage ofprocessing to

identify one or more alarm conditions among flie one or more potential alarm conditions.

10 Data throughput is increased to enable complex algorithms to be employed a^inst the

incoming data as discussed subsequently.

In step 25, specificity for one or more alarm conditions among the one or more

potential alarm conditions is maximized during the second stage ofprocessing ofthe real

time data. The process ofidentifying the actual alarm conditions is set forth more

15 precisely below. Detection of artifects present in the data can be used to filter out

extraneous alamis, but this requires the higher computational throughput ofthe second

stage processing.

Alternatively, rather flian varymg the clock speed ofone processor, multiple

processors could be used for the algorithm stages, with the throughput (and power

20 consumption) matched to the needs of the algorithm stages. Turning to FIG 3, shown

therein is an exemplary embodiment 30 ofa processmg section of a body worn, portable

heart-monitoring device. In this embodiment 30, a low power, low voltage (and likely

low computational tiuroughput) processor 31 is used for the first stage algoriftm 32a

-8-
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(which is stored, for example, m memoiy 32) to process the incoming data in real time.

An example ofa low power processor includes fee microprocessor described earlier by

Texas Instruments.

Upon detection ofsome event requiring further analysis, fee first processor 31

5 activates a second processor 33. Processor 33 is a high computational throughput

processor that is selected for fee second stage algorithm 34a (which is stored, for

example, in memory 34) to enable high-powered algorithms to be employed against fee

incoming data to ensure accurate identification ofany events in fee incoming data. An

example ofa high computational processor includes the same Texas Instruments

10 microprocessor being clocked at a higiher clock rate.

While fee embodiment 30 shows two memories 32, 34 a single memory could be

employed feat is accessible by each offee processors 31, 33 as necessary to access

algorifems 32a and 34a.

While fee incoming data in FIG 3 is shown being appUed in parallel to bofe

15 processors 31. 33 (m which case, high computational processor 33 does not operate until

activated by low power processor 31), fee incoming data could be passed firom fee low

power processor 31 to fee high computational processor 33 as part offee activation

process.

Moreover, multiple parallel processors could be employed against fee incoming

20 data in fee second stage, each ofwhich multiple paraUel processors could be programmed

to detect one or more specific events. These multiple processors could be arranged

seriaUy as well to sequentially process the incoming data for one or more specific events.

-9-
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By staging the digital analysis algorithms, the present invention achieves high

sensitivity for alam conditions with low computational throughput and low power

consumption, while simultaneously achieving high specificity with moie computationally

intensive algorithms that only nm occasionally, thereby achieving minimum power

5 consumption with both high sensitivity and specificity.

Turning to FIG 4, shown therein is an exemplary wnbodiment 40 ofa method
for

monitoring a heart of a wearer ofa body worn device, which outputs electrocardiogram

signals or otiier heart related data signals.

fa step 41. a first processing stagp is employed to process real-time heart data to

10 identify one or more potential alarm conditions, which first processing stage is optimized

to minimize power consumption. The first processing stage could be a first operating

mode {e.g., a low power consumption mode) ofa processor, or flie first processing stage

could be a dedicated-low power processor programmed to perform the first stage

processing tasks.

15 fa step 42. a second processing stage is employed to process data relating to the

one or more potential alarm conditions to identify one or more actual alarm conditions

among the one or more potential alarm conditions, which second processmg stage is

optimized to maxfaiize throughput oftire data. The second processing stage could be a

second operating mode (e.g.. a high throughput mode) of a processor, or &e second

20 processing stage could be a dedicated high throughput processor
programmed to perfonn

the second stage processmg tasks.

fa step 43, signal acquisition, a user interface, and alarm tiansinission tasks are

managed with the first processmg stage.

10-
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According to yet anofljer aspect of the present invention, an exemplary

embodiment ofthe detection algoriflmi wUl differentiate the alatm conditions to multiple

levels ofalarm alerts. Although there are many ways to differentiate the alarai

conditions, the exemplary embodiment uses three alarm alert levels. So, in step 44, the

5 one or more alarm conditions are differentiated zmong to multiple levels ofalarm alerts

with the second processing stage, which multiple levels ofalarm alerts include a low level

alert(e.g.. indicates detection of one or more conditions that are related to technical

aspectsofaheartmonitoringdevice).amediumlevelalert(e.ff.,
indicates a medical

condition has been detected in the patient ftat may not require immediate medical

10
attention)andahighlevelalert(e.g..indicatesalifethrealeningmedicd

been detected).

It should be noted that an alarm condition detected in the first stage that is

subsequent determined in the second stage to be coincident with the presence of artifact

reference signals can safely be ignored, since life threatening arrhythmias
quickly result

15
ir.anm.consciouspatientinwhomartifactisunlikely.

Similarly, normally elevated heart

rates due to exertion will typically be accompanied by artifact signals, and will not reach

alarmthresholdsunlessartifectsalsocontaminatetheECGsignal.
1hus.analarm

condition that is artifect-fiee and that is confirmed by the more advancedECO analysis

algorithms of stage two'will result in perfomiance ofthe multistage LTAD algorithm that

20 isbothsensitiveandspecificforti^ealarmconditions. Thus, the second stage algorithm

can detemime additional information about a potential alarm condition tiiat can be used to

filter out extraneous alarms.

-11-
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In step 45, a technical caU service center is alerted upon detecting a low level alert

with the second processing stage. A low level alert implies notification ofa technical call

service center when the algorithm detects conditions that are related to technical aspects

ofthe device, or that may be related to prolonged artifect conditions or other conditions

5 implying impaired fimotiomng of ttie device. A low level alert probably does not require

medical attention, fa a low level alert, the purpose ofthe call to flie technical call center

is to provide the user assistance in returning the device to a fully functionfaig state.

fa step 46. a call service center (perhaps the same or different from the technical

can service center) is alerted upon detecting a medium level alert with the second

10 processing stage. Amedhim level alert implies notification ofa call center to help assess

the patient's medical status. A medium level alert may not requhe immediate medical

attention, but the patient may be encouraged to call his physician, for example. Examples

ofa medium level alert are prolonged moderate tachycardia or bradycardia.

fa step 47. a call center (perhaps the same or different firam the call centers m

15 Steps 45 and 46) and/or emergency medical services is alerted upon detectmg a high level

alert with the second processmg stage. A high level alert implies a life threatening

arrhythmic condition that requires immediate medical attention. A high level alert may

initiate a call to both a call center and emergency medical services. Examples ofa high

level alert are VF, extreme VT. or extreme bradycardia or asystole. These alerts can be

20 accorripHshed via wireless communication (radio frequency transmission) or by notifying

flie patient to call a specific telephone number.

-12-
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It should be noted that steps 43-47 ofFIG 4 could be added to the methods set

forfhabove. For example, steps 43-47 could be added to the exemplary embodiment of

the method ofFIG 2 after step 25.

Although various embodiments are specifically illustrated and described herein, it

5 will be appreciated that modifications and variations ofthe invention are covered by the

above teachings and are within the purview of flie appended claims wifliout departing

from the spirit and intended scope of the invention. For example, two processing stages

are discussed, however, three or more are also possible without departing fi:om the scope

ofthe present invention. Moreover, two or mote processors may be employed - not just

10 one as discussed in certain embodiments.

-13-
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CLAIMS:

1. A hieart monitoring apparatus comprising:

a memoiy storing a fiist set ofprogramming instructions and a second set of

progranuning instructions; and

a digital processor to be coupled to the memory and to receive real time data, said

processor to be programmed by the first set ofprogramming instructions to detect with

optimum sensitivity one or more potential alarm conditions in the real time data, said

processor when executing under the first set ofprogramming instructions to be optimized

to minimize power consumption, said processor when executing under ttie first set of

programming instructions to activate the second set ofprogramming instructions upon

detection ofone or more potential alarm conditions in die real time data, and said

processorwhen executing under the second set ofprogramming instractions to be

optimized to maximize specificity fat one ormore alarm conditions.

2. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein die processor comprises a variable

clock speed processor, and a clock speed ofthe processor when executing under the first

set ofprogramming instructions is selected to minimize power consumption ofthe

processor. -

3. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein flxe processor includes a variable

clock speed, and a clock speed of the processor when executing under the second set of

programming instructions is selected to maximize data Ihroughput of flie processor.

-14-
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4. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the digital processor comprises:

a first digital processor to receive real time data, said first processor being

programmed to detect with optimum sensitivity one or more potential alarm conditions in

the real-time data, wherein said first i»ocessor is optimized to minimize power

consumption; and ^

a second digital processor being programmed to maximize specificity fi>r one or

more alarm conditions, said second processor activated by the first processor upon

detection of said one or more potential alann conditions in the real time data.

5. The apparatus according to claim 4, wherein flie first processor includes a

clock speed selected to minimize power consumption.

6. The apparatus according to claim 4, wheiem tiie second processor includes a

clock speed selected to maximize data throughput

7. A mettiod for monitoring a heart comprising:

minimizing power consumption during a first stage ofprocessing of flie real-time

data;

detecting one or more potential alarm conditions during the first stage of

processing the real time data;

activating a second stage ofprocessing of the real time data upon detecting said

one or more potential alarm conditions; and

-15-
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increasing data throughput during the second stage ofprocessing to identify one or

more alarm conditions among the one or more potential alarm conditions.

8. The mefliod according to claim 7, fiiTflier comprising:

maximizing specificity for one or more alarm conditions among the one or mote

potential alarm conditions during flie second stage ofprocessing ofthe real time data.

9. A method for monitoring a heart comprising:

sensing one or more potential alarm conditions wilh a first algorithm that is

optimized to reduce power consumption; and

activating a second algorithm upon sensing one of said one or more potential

alarm conditions to determine additional information regarding the sensed one ofsaid one

or more alarm conditions.

10. The method according to claim 9. wherein the additional information includes

a presence ofone or more arti&cts.

11 . The method according to claim 9, wherein the first algorithm delects one or

more life-threatening arrhythmias among electrocardiogram signals, including one or

more ofthe followmg: ventricular fibrillation, fest ventriculaV tachycardia, extreme

bradycardia and asystole.
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12. The mettiod according to claim 1 1 , wherein flie first algorithm employs a

QRS detector/counter for estimating heart rate, and one or more heart rate ttiresholds to

identify flie one or more life-threatening arrhythmias.

13. The mefliod accordii^ to claim 9, wherein the second algorithm uses one or

more independent estimates ofthe heart rate to confirm that one or more thresholds have

been exceeded.

14. The metiiod according to claim 9, wherein the second algoriflmi uses one or

more parameters estimated fifom electrocardiogram signals related to ventricular

fibrillation and fast ventricular tachycardia to identify an artifact among flie

electrocardiogram signals.

1 5. The method according to claim 9. wherein the second algorithm uses a signal

derived from a common mode current to identify an artifectamong flie electrocardiogram

signals

16. The method according to claun 9, wherein the second algorithm uses

acceleration or patient impedance to identify an artifact among the electrocardiogram

signals.
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17. The method according to claim 9, further comprising differentiating (44)

among the one or more alarm condition to multiple levels ofalarm alerts with the second

processor.

18. The methdd according to claim 17, wherein the multiple levels ofalarm

alerts include a low level alert, a medium level alert and a high level alert.

19. The method according to claim 18, wherein the low level alert indicates

detection of one or more conditions that are related to technical aspects of aheart

monitoring device.

20. The mefliod according to claim 18. wherein the medium level alert indicates a

medical condition has been detected in die patient thatmay not require immediate

medical attention.

21. The mefliod accordmg to claim 18. further comprising alerting a call center

upon detecting anal^

22. A method for monitoring a heart comprising:

employing a first processing stage to process real-time heart data to identify one

or more potential alann conditions, wherein said first processor is optimized to minimize

power consumption; and

-18-
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employing a second processing stage to process data relating to the one or more

potential alarm conditions to identify one or more actual alarm conditions among the one

or more potential alarm conditions; wherein said second processor is optimized to

maximize throughput ofthe data.

23. The method according to claim 22. fiirther comprising managing signal

acquisition, a user interface, and alarm transmission with the first processing stage.

24. The method according to claim 22. fiirther comprising differentiating among

the one or more alarm condition to multiple levels ofalarm alerts with fte second

processing stage.

25.
Theme1hodaccordingtoclaim22.whereinlhefir8tprocessingstage

comprises a first digital processor executing a first programmmg and the second

processing stage comprises a second digital processor executing a second programming.

26.
Themethodaccordingtoclaim22.wheremthefirstproces8mgstage

comprises a digital processor executing a first programming and the second processing

stage comprises a said digital processor executing a second programming.

-19-
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STAGED UFE-THREATENING ARRHYTHMIA DETECTION

ATr^RTTHM vnn MTNlMIZTMn POWER CONSUMPTION

Abstract ofthe disclosure:

A two-stage digital algorithm uses a highly sensitive low power digital first stage

to detect one or niore alarm conditions, and one or more complex digital subsequent

stagesthatidentifyfhedetectedalarmconditionwilhmorespecificily.
Hie one or more

complex digital subsequent stages are not activated, and consume no power, until an

alarm pondition is sensed by the low power consumption digital first stage. Given that

the second stage wiU process the data more rigorously, the low power first stage canbe

set to be more sensitive and generate what would otherwise be excessive alarms, which

are ultimately filtered out by the subsequent stages. By staging tiie digital analysis

algorithms, the present invention achieves high.sensitivity for alarm conditions with low

computational throughput and low power consumption, and achieves high specificity with

more computationally intensive algorithms tiiat only run occasionally.
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FIG 2 C^~)
I

minimizing pdwer consumption during a first stage of processing of

the real-time data 21

I
detecting one or rnore potential atainm conditions during thp first

stage ofprocessing the..reai time dietfa. " 22

I
activatinga second ^t^geofprqeessicig of the regl time data upon

detecting said one or more pptentlali alami conditions

I

X23

increasing data throughput during^^the second stag^ of piroqessing

to identify on^ or more alarm condftions among the one or more

potential alarm cOndKions

I
maximizing speclfidty for one or more alarm ^nditions among the

one Of more potential alarm conditions during the second stage of

proc^sing of the real time data 125





FIG 4 ( start 3

employing a first processing stage to process real-time heart data

to Wer^ one or more potential alarm conditions, which first

processing stage is optimized to minimize power cjonsMmption K 41

employing a «ec6n0 processing s^ge;to process aata retennig to

fhe one or itiore potenOsf alannrt c<3n<jifk}ns to ideniQfy one.pr more

at^al alarm conditions:arnong the one or more poterttlial alann

cohditlons, >wh1ch second processing stage is optimized to

maximize tWrouahinit of the date
1«

managing signal acquisition, a u$0r:lriterfape,rahd.aIarm

tians.mlss!ipr»' with the first-progiessing.stage

differentiating amo'n^ the pne or more:alarm condition to multiple

levels of alarm alerts Witt! tfiB-second processing^tage. whiGh

multiple levels of alann alerts indudea low Itovef alert (Indicates

detedlidn ofone or more'cbndltions ttiat are retet^lo tBChnlcal

aspects*of a heart niohlfbring deVio^i ^ medium level alert

(indicates^ medlcai condltioh has bean detected In tti& patierifth^

may not require Imntedlatfe rrtedical^atlehtron) ahtfa high iev^alert

(indicates a Hfe threatanihg meai«ial. condition has Iwen detected)

1 44

I
alertinga technical swvipe «?enterHponvdelectingt^«PV(rleve> alert

}fflO» ftia^ssjBpond-pipQesslng'stEigs

I
alerting a call sen/iee center upon detecting a medfum level ajert

vi^hthQsecondpipcessIng stage 146

alerting a call penter^nd/or emergency roeetieal services, qjion

dete.cting a high level alert wifli tiie^econd processlr^ stage———"XT
147


